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MES Welcome
Loki Events is excited to bring the Missouri Enduro Series to grass roots enduro racing in  
the mid west In Missouri for 2022.

Gaining in popularity on a global scale, Enduro combines the thrill of fast, downhill timed  
stages while challenging rider endurance and stamina with long days pedalling uphill on  
transition stages.

This year’s series will encompass 4 unique races that will test riders form entry level to the  
pros.
- Go Fast, Stay Fast



MES Schedule 2022

27th March - Greensfelder Enduro, Wildwood MO

10th April - The Chubb Enduro,Eureka MO

14/15 May - Big Mountain Enduro – Shepherd 
Mountain, Ironton MO

5th June - St G’Narles Enduro, Good News 
Brewery Augusta MO



MES - Rules
The Rider Guide detailed below outlines the rules of the MES that allows riders to compete  
against each other on Special Stages which are designed to challenge the rider’s technical  
ability and physical capacity.

Enduro mountain bike racing is designed to be the ultimate test for the mountain biker.  
Racing is set over gravity fed downhill stages that are individually timed. Riders then need to  
pedal the transition stages, usually long distance uphill to the beginning of the next stage.
There will be a maximum of up to 6 Special Stages and 7 Transfer Stages per race day. The
course will be set over a range of fast flowy and technical terrain. Transition stages will not  
have a maximum time limit applied to them for the MES Series, however riders are  
encouraged to continue to move through transition stages at a steady pace.

While enduro is predominantly a gravity fed event, in order to utilise the best terrain and  
features it is expected that there will be some sections that will require an uphill pedal during  
stages. It is reasonable to expect 80% downhill and 20% uphill climbs during a special stage.  
Any man-made features will be marked with arrows and warning signs and any wooden  
features will be made rideable by normal mountain bike standards. All jump features will have  
a B line.

Each rider should remember that they are solely responsible for themselves but are urged to  
help other racers on course. If a rider comes across an injured rider, the first rider stays with  
the injured person and the second rider needs to alert someone for help. Times will be  
adjusted based on this and rider reruns will be offered for riders assisting injured riders.

A rider not finishing a Special Stage will NOT be allowed to re-join the race at any time.

Practice
All Special Stages will be fully marked prior to Official Training. During Official Training times,  
riders must only access a Special Stage from the Stage start and are NOT permitted to push  
up or create congestion on a Special Stage during Official Training. Any rider found to be  
accessing a stage by pushing or riding upwards against the direction of travel will be  
penalised. (*With the exception of The Chubb Enduro)

A course map will be displayed at registration and in Race Headquarters. This will also be  
published on the event website the week leading up to the race. Riders must study the map  
and understand the race route before leaving the start.

Only riders with a number plate attached to their bike will be allowed on course during  
OfficialTraining.

With the exception of the MES-E and related events, riders are NOT permitted to use an e-
bike on any part of the course during Official Training unless they are riding in the E-bike  
category.

Tape
Where two pieces of course tape, on opposite sides of the course are installed, the riders  
must pass between them. In these areas, missing, crossing or passing the course tape on the  
wrong side will be deemed as course cutting.

Gates
Gates can be used to clearly mark sections of the course that a rider must pass  

through. Missing a gate will be deemed as course cutting.





Course Cutting
Taking shortcuts on course in order to gain an advantage can both damage the environment  
and bring the sport and spirit of enduro mountain biking racing into disrepute. Therefore, any  
rider trying to save time by choosing a line that lies outside of the defined trail will be  
disqualified.

The Race Director may choose, in exceptional circumstances, to apply a time penalty instead  
of a DSQ to a rider found to have cut the course without intention. However, any rider leaving  
the obvious line must be aware that they risk a DSQ.

Outside Assistance
Personal responsibility and self-sufficiency are a large part of the spirit of enduro racing and  
riders are encouraged to carry adequate equipment for operating in mountainous  
environments. Each rider should remember that they are solely responsible for themselves  
but are urged to help other racers on course.

Riders must be prepared to carry sufficient water to last a minimum of 2 hours of racing  
between water stops. Although water may be available more frequently than this at many  
events, no rider should assume so and therefore must be prepared to keep themselves  
hydrated for a minimum of 2 hours of riding. Food or equipment stashes are not permitted.  
Racers are allowed to stop en-route to access water and food at neutral shops/cafes and  
water supplies.

In the event of a rider being unable to complete their stage due to assisting another rider in a  
medical emergency or due to some other exceptional circumstance outside of the control of  
the racer, and a re-run being unable to be offered to the racer, the racer’s average Special  
Stage positions (minus their worst stage) will be taken, and the appropriate time awarded to  
the racer on that given Special Stage.

Safety Equipment Requirements
All riders must wear a helmet during competition, during both Transition and Special Stages.
The correct fitting, condition and suitability of the rider’s helmet is the sole responsibility of
the rider; however, a full face is recommended.

It is strongly recommended that all racers carry:

- Suitable backpack

- Waterproof jacket

- Emergency blanket

- Tube / puncture repair kit

- Multi tool

- Basic, well maintained first aid kit

- CourseMap

- Food and fluids

- Eye protection (glasses or goggles)

- Emergency contacts supplied by Event Organiser

- Whistle



MES-E

The MES is excited to offer an E-Bike category for the series. E-Bikes are rapidly gaining in  
popularity and allow riders to enjoy the sport of enduro. Riders will be able to race in Men’s  
or Women’s categories.

Bike

Enduro racing requires riders to ride down steep, technical terrain. It is recommended a  
minimum of 130mm of front travel and trail enduro style bikes. Riders may opt to ride a  
shorter travel or hard tail bike but may have difficulties clearing some more technical features  
on some of the special stages.

Dropping Out

If you feel you need to drop out for any reason, riders will need to get  
themselves back to base camp and let the race marshals know so your  
whereabouts are accounted for. Riders will need to hand back their timing chip  
to the timing marshal.

Waste & the Environment

Enduro mountain bike racing allows us to ride into remote, backcountry areas of natural  
beauty. It is of the utmost importance that all racers respect their environment and consider  
the impact they leave behind for the local riding community. The below rules have been put  
in place to protect our trails and our riding environments.

The MES and its local organisers reserve the right to penalise any rider whose actions are  
deemed to seriously damage the local environment.

No disposable goggle tear offs are allowed to be used.

Riders cannot intentionally drop anything (e.g. food wrappers, tubes, broken equipment etc)  
outside of a publicly available trash can. Any rider deemed to be abusing the environment will  
be penalised. Riders must always aim to leave nothing on course.

Riders must not store food and drinks or clothing and equipment on the trail (Food/Gear  
Stashes).

Any racer found damaging the course or altering a Special Stage without the Event Organiser  
approval will be subject to a penalty including disqualification.

Rider Briefing

A Rider Briefing will be hosted for racers prior to the race commencing. Refer to the Race  
individual schedule.



Covid-19  
Guidelines

We really want to get between the tapes in  
2021! Each MES event will need to be tailored  
to meet specific county regulations and each  
event will have a different plan to  
accommodate this.

We ask that you follow the county regulations  
that have been put to us so we can continue  
racing throughout the year.

All registered riders will be sent an email  
outlining regulations and running procedures  
for their race prior to the event.

Updated information will be uploaded to the  
Loki Events website and social media as it  
becomes available.





Greensfelder Enduro
2021 will see the return of the Enduro at Greensfelder County Park and the first stop for the 
MES.  Riders will race 6 fast and flowing stages over approx. 17 miles of singletrack and 2400 
feet of climbing. We’ve found all  the best features and  put together an awesome course.

The Chubb Enduro
Chubb Mountain Bike trails are some of St Louis’s most rugged and exciting trails to ride.  
Expect roots, chunky rocks, tight turns and steep sections that will get your arms pumping  and 
adrenaline rushing. The event will cater for all levels of riders from people looking to do  their 
first enduro to the local pros looking to fully it send down the trails. There’s no right line  at 
Chubb, only fast and fastest. Expect 15 miles of riding and 2600 feet of climbing.

Shepherd Mountain Enduro
Shepherd Mountain, located in Ironton is the newest and most technical mountain bike park  
in Missouri. 7 special stages are being professionally designed to capture the very best  
features the mountain has to offer. Racers can expect a mix of tight, steep and chunky tech,  
huge natural rock formations, and a roller coaster of trails. The Shepherd Mountain will be  run 
by Big Mountain Enduro under the BME Rules. Points for this race will be allocated for  riders 
participation in the MES Series.

St G’Narles Enduro
St G'Narles is back in 2022 bringing the only enduro race with an urban stage to Missouri. 
Participants will race Matson Hill, Klondike Park and finish through The Good News Brewery 
in 
Augusta with the gnarliest urban stage we can build. We promise it won't be the same as last 
year, it'll be even better. This race brings all the elements of Enduro racing together; super 
steep, technical singletrack with jumps, raw rock gardens and fast downhill stages. It's 
definitely not one to miss. Expect 16 miles of riding and 2400 feet of climbing.



Loki Events Schedule 2022

13th March - Ozark Grav-El-Duro
27th March - Greensfelder Enduro, Wildwood MO MES MO MES

10th April - The Chubb Enduro, Eureka 

24th April - Apple Creek Grav-El-Duro
14th & 15th May - Shepherd Mountain Enduro, Ironton MO MES/Big Mountain 
Enduro

21st May - Wolfcreek 6/12/24hr Endurance MTB race, Poplar Bluff MO 
5th June - St G’Narles Enduro, Good News Brewery, Augusta

24th September - One Eyed Dog 12/24/50/100-mile XC Race, Council Bluff MO
1st October - Zombieland Night Race, Bluff View Trail MO

29th & 30th October - Iron Spokes Bikes + Beer Festival. Ironton Missouri



Spon so r s
Gold Level

Si lver Level

B r o n z e Level
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